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ABSTRACT
In this work, we give a novel algorithm for computing dense lattice
subspaces, a conjecturally tight characterization of the lattice cov-
ering radius, and provide a bound on the slicing constant of lattice
Voronoi cells. Our work is motivated by the pursuit of faster algo-
rithms for integer programming, for which we give a conditional
speedup based on the recent resolution of the ℓ2 Kannan-Lovász con-
jecture. Through these results, we hope to motivate further study
of the interplay between the recently developed reverse Minkowski
theory, lattice algorithms and convex geometry.
On the algorithmic side, our main contribution is a 2O (n)-time
algorithm for computing aO(Cη (n))-approximate sublattice of min-
imum normalized determinant on any n-dimensional lattice, where
Cη (n) = O(logn) is the reverse Minkowski constant in dimension n.
Our method for finding dense lattice subspaces is surprisingly sim-
ple: we iteratively descend to a random co-dimension 1 subspace
chosen to be the orthogonal space to a discrete Gaussian sample
from the dual lattice. Applying this algorithm within a “filtration
reduction” scheme, we further show how to compute a O(Cη (n))-
approximate canonical filtration of any lattice, which corresponds
to a canonical way of decomposing a lattice into dense blocks. As a
primary application, we get the first 2O (n)-time algorithm for com-
puting a sparse lattice projection whose “volume radius” provides
a lower bound on the lattice covering radius that is tight within a
O(log2.5 n)-factor. This provides an efficient algorithmic version of
the ℓ2 Kannan-Lovász conjecture, which was recently resolved by
Regev and Stephens-Davidowitz (STOC ’2017).
On the structural side, we prove a new lower bound on the cover-
ing radius which combines volumetric lower bounds across a chain
of lattice projections. Assuming Bourgain’s slicing conjecture re-
stricted to Voronoi cells of stable lattices, our lower bound implies
(somewhat surprisingly) that the problem of approximating the
lattice covering radius to within a constant factor is in coNP. Com-
plementing this result, we show that the slicing constant of any n-
dimensional Voronoi cell is bounded by O(CKL,2(n)) = O(log1.5 n),
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bound of Regev and Stephens-Davidowitz for stable Voronoi cells.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A k-dimensional lattice L ⊂ Rn is the integer span of k linearly
independent vectors b1, . . . , bk ∈ Rn . Many of the applications
of lattices, be it to cryptography, optimization or coding, revolve
around a fine-grained understanding of lattice geometry. The most
fundamental geometric lattice parameter is the lattice determi-
nant det(L) := volk (B[0, 1)k ) =
√
det(BTB), for any basis B =
(b1, . . . , bk ) of L, where 1/det(L) corresponds to the number of
lattice points per unit volume for any “large enough” set in span(L).
Relations between basic lattice parameters, such as the length of
the shortest non-zero vector λ1(L) = min{∥y∥ : y ∈ L \ {0}} or
the covering radius µ(L) = min{s ≥ 0 : span(L) = L + s(Bn2 ∩
span(L))}, where Bn2 is the unit Euclidean ball in Rn , have been the
object of intense study since the beginning of the study of lattices.
For example, finding the densest lattice packing of Rn by Euclidean
balls of radius 1/2 corresponds to then-dimensional latticeL whose
shortest non-zero vector has length λ1(L) = 1 and whose deter-
minant is minimum. As another example, Minkowski’s first funda-
mental theorem implies the basic bound λ1(L) ≤ √n det(L)1/n for
any n-dimensional lattice L.
The Flatness Theorem. In the pursuit of a better understand-
ing of lattice geometry, an important research direction has been
the search for tight approximate min-max relations between dif-
ferent lattice parameters, known as transference theorems. These
duality relations are often most naturally expressed as inequalities
between geometric parameters of a lattice and that of its dual. The
dual lattice L∗ := {y ∈ span(L) : ⟨y, x⟩ ∈ Z ∀x ∈ L} is the set of
vectors having integral inner products with all the vectors in L,
which can be thought of as the normal vectors of lattice hyperplanes
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in L. Perhaps the most fundamental facts about duality are that
L∗∗ = L and that det(L) det(L∗) = 1 (i.e. volumetric information
perfectly “dualizes”). The most famous transference theorem relates
the covering radius of L to the length of the shortest vector of L∗,
known as Khinchine’s flatness theorem, where the bounds stated
below are due to Banaszczyk [7]:
1
2 ≤ µ(L)λ1(L
∗) ≤ n (1)
The “algorithmification” of a generalization of the above inequal-
ity will be of principal interest to this work, as we elaborate on
below. To understand this inequality, we note that the LHS is the
“easy side”, which corresponds to the fact that 1/λ1(L∗) is precisely
the largest possible spacing between any two consecutive and par-
allel lattice hyperplanes in L. The harder RHS in essence says that
any ball of radius µ(L) intersects at mostO(n) of these “maximally
spaced” hyperplanes, i.e. from the collection {x ∈ Rn : ⟨x, z⟩ = i},
i ∈ Z, where z is any shortest-nonzero vector of L∗. For the RHS,
even proving finiteness is highly non-trivial, and indeed the original
proof of Khinchine [20] only achieved a bound of n!.
From Flatness to Integer Programming. The classical inte-
ger programming problem (IP) is given an appropriately represented
convex body K (e.g. K is a polytope given in inequality representa-
tion) to find an integer point in K or decide K ∩ Zn = ∅. A major
push to improve the flatness bound was given by the breakthrough
work of Lenstra [24], who gave 2O (n2)-time algorithm for IP based
on a (weaker) algorithmic version of the above transference theo-
rem. The main dichotomy that Lenstra exploited is that either K is
very “fat”, where one can find an integer point by an appropriate
rounding procedure (e.g. a closest vector computation), orK is “flat”,
where then there exists an integer direction along which K inter-
sects a small number of integer hyperplanes that one recurses on.
To derive this dichotomy from (1), one may apply John’s theorem
to K to get an affine transformation satisfying Bn2 ⊆ TK − c ⊆ nBn2
and the flatness theorem to L = TZn . Being “fat” corresponds to
µ(L) ≤ 1, in which case K is guaranteed to contain a point in Zn ,
which is found by computing a closest vector in L to c. In the
opposite “flat” case, one easily derives from (1) that K intersects
at most O(n2) integer hyperplanes with normal vector T Tz ∈ Zn ,
where z a shortest non-zero vector of L∗.
The reduction above used as subroutines the classical shortest
and closest vector problems (SVP & CVP), the problems of comput-
ing the shortest non-zero vector of a lattice given by its basis and
the closest vector of a lattice to a given target respectively. Assum-
ing access to SVP & CVP oracles as well as basic subroutines for
K , Lenstra’s insight was that up to a poly(n)-factor the right hand
side of (1) bounds the branching factor of the search tree needed
to solve an IP. This discovery lead to intense activity on achieving
the tight ℓ2 transference bounds above [6, 7, 17, 19, 22], yielding
nO (n) estimates on the IP search tree size, as well as the develop-
ment fast basis reduction algorithms for SVP & CVP [18, 23, 28],
for which [18] gave nO (n)-time and poly(n)-space algorithms.
Since that time there has been tremendous progress in our algo-
rithmic knowledge for SVP and CVP with respect to the Euclidean
norm, with the development lattice algorithms based on randomized
sieving [4, 5], Voronoi cell computations [25, 30], and mostly re-
cently discrete Gaussian sampling [1–3], where now both problems
can be solved exactly in randomized 2n+o(n)-time and -space [1, 2].
However, similar progress for the IP problem has proved elusive.
Despite the aforementioned developments and the many new tools
in algorithmic convex geometry, the only improvement to the nO (n)
complexity has been to the constant c in the exponent, where the
best known bound is c = 1 [8].
The Kannan-Lovász Conjecture. A stumbling block for most
IP algorithms has been the reliance on hyperplane based branching,
which morally only takes advantage of flatness one “direction at
a time”. Indeed, there are simple examples of convex bodies con-
taining no integer points in their interior which intersect Ω(n)
hyperplanes from any family of consecutive parallel integer hyper-
planes (e.g. take an n-scaling of the standard simplex), and thus
induce a branching factor of at least Ω(n). While one may hope that
such worst-case nodes in the search tree occur only infrequently, it
is unclear whether even a sophisticated amortized analysis could
yield an averaging branching factor that is subpolynomial in n. As
a way to address this issue, Kannan and Lovász [19] introduced a
“higher dimensional” version of the flatness theoremwhich provides
a way to leverage the power of many flatness directions at once.
Since for subpolynomial branching factors, one cannot afford the
loss due to ellipsoidal approximation (i.e. John’s theorem), we state
it in its general convex body version. For a convex set K and lattice
L, with K ⊆ span(L) ⊆ Rn , we define the covering radius of K
with respect to L by µ(K ,L) = inf{r > 0 : L + rK = span(L)}.
For any n-dimensional convex body K and lattice L in Rn , [19]
proved the following:






where πW denotes the orthogonal projection onto W 1. While
not entirely obvious, a first important remark is that the standard
flatness theorem corresponds to restricting to one dimensional
projectionsW , and hence the above is its multi-dimensional ana-
logue. To understand the “easy” LHS, one can verify that it directly
follows from two basic facts: (1) if sK covers space with respect
L (i.e. L + sK = Rn ), then voln (sK) ≥ det(L) (i.e. sK must be
at least as big as “empty space” around L), and (2) the covering
property is preserved under projections, i.e. sK + L = Rn ⇒
πW (sK) + πW (L) =W . For the constant CKL(n), [19] proved the
upper bound CKL(n) ≤ n but could only give a lower bound of
CKL(n) = Ω(logn), leading to the following question:
Conjecture 1.1 (Kannan-Lováz (KL) Conjecture).
Is CKL(n) = O(logn)?
A connection between the KL conjecture and IP algorithms was
given by the author in [8], where it was shown that assuming an
oracle for computing KL projections achieving (2), one can give an
O(CKL(n))n time algorithm, i.e. achieving an average branching
factor of O(CKL(n)). Hence, assuming the KL conjecture and an
1While πW (L) might not be discrete (i.e. not a lattice) for an arbitrary subspace
W , one can simply define det(πW (L)) = 0 in this case. As is well-known however,
πW (L) is a lattice iffW ⊥ admits a basis in L iffW admits a basis in L.
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efficient KL projection algorithm, one would get O(logn)n-time
algorithm. We note that the O(n)n algorithm from [8] is in fact
derived from this result, using a 2O (n)-time general norm SVP
solver to instantiate an oracle achieving theCKL(n) ≤ n bound. We
note that the bestk-dimensional projection above was in fact shown
to be computable in kO (kn)-time in [11], yielding an nO (n2)-time
algorithm for finding the global minimum, which is unfortunately
far too slow to be useful for IP.
To understand the IP connection, we sketch the dichotomy im-
plied by the above flatness theorem when our goal is to compute
a point in K ∩ L (i.e. IP with L instead of Zn ). In the “fat” case,
we will ask for µ(K ,L) ≤ 1/2, so not only does K contain a point
inside L, but it contains one “deep” inside K , i.e. for any c ∈ K ,
( 12K + 12 c) ∩ L , ∅. In this case, one can now algorithmically
find such a lattice point in 2O (n)-time by performing a general
norm approximate closest vector computation starting from the
“center” c of K (e.g. barycenter), for which there are now various
algorithms [9, 10]. In the opposite “flat” case, assuming for sim-
plicity the worst-case µ(K ,L) = 1/2, (2) now yields the existence
of a subspaceW (provided by the oracle), dim(W ) = k ≥ 1, such
that volk (πW (K))/det(πW (L)) ≤ 2kCKL(n)k . Using the fact that
πW (K) covers space w.r.t. πW (L) (since µ(K ,L) = 1/2), a standard
packing argument allows us to conclude that the projection πW (K)
is “uniformly sparse” w.r.t. πW (L), meaning that
|(πW (K) + t) ∩ πW (L)| ≤ 2O (k) volk (πW (K))/det(πW (L))
≤ 2O (k)CKL(n)k ,∀t ∈W .
(3)
The uniform sparsity condition was shown in [8, 12] (combining the
use of M-ellipsoid and Voronoi cell computations) to make the sets
(πW (K)+ t)∩πW (L) “easy to enumerate”. More precisely, they can
be enumerated in 2O (k )CKL(n)k -time using 2n space. Thus, one can
use this subroutine – which provides the key extra leverage over
basic hyperplane branching – to recurse on all the subproblems
indexed by πW (K)∩πW (L). A straightforward computation reveals
that applying the above recursively yields an IP search tree of size
2O (n)CKL(n)n .
ℓ2 Kannan-Lovász conjecture. While the general KL conjec-
ture remains open, the ℓ2 version of the conjecture (i.e. where
K is the Euclidean ball) has recently been resolved up to polyo-
garithmic factors in breakthrough work by Regev and Stephens-
Davidowitz [26]. Using the standard estimate volk (B2)1/k = (1 +
o(1))√2πe/k , the ℓ2 version can be stated in simplified form as








k det(πW (L))1/k )−1 ≤ CKL,2(n),
where [26] proved that the ℓ2 KL constant satisfies CKL,2(n) =
O(log3/2(n)).We note that the only known lower bound isCKL,2(n) =
Ω(√logn) (slightlyweaker than the lower boundCKL(n) = Ω(logn))
achieved by the lattice generated by e1, e2/
√
2, . . . , en/√n, i ∈ [n],
i.e. a scaling of the standard basis.
As a consequence, everyn-dimensional latticeL admits a “sparse
projection” πW (L), dim(W ) = k ≥ 1, whose volume radius ≈√
k det(πW (L))1/k (the radius of the k-dimensional ball of volume
det(πW (L))) certifies a lower bound on the covering radius µ(L)
that is tight up to a O(log3/2 n) factor.
From the complexity perspective, the above has strong complex-
ity implications for the covering radius problem. Given as input
a lattice L and a number t > 0, the α-approximate covering ra-
dius problem (α-GapCRP), is to decide whether µ(L) ≤ t (YES
instance) or µ(L) > αt (NO instance). Since the determinant of a
lattice projection can be computed in polynomial time, one derives
that α-GapCRP ∈ coNP for α = O(CKL,2(n)) = O(log3/2(n)). Prior
to resolution of the ℓ2-KL conjecture, it was shown in [14] that
2-GapCRP ∈ AM, √n/logn-GapCRP ∈ coAM and √n-GapCRP ∈
NP ∩ coNP. Thus, the ℓ2-KL bound gives an exponential improve-
ment to the coNP classification for GapCRP. In terms of hardness,
it was shown in [15] that the cp -GapCRP is Π2-hard for any large
enough ℓp norms (here we measure the covering radius under the
ℓp instead of ℓ2 norm).
To compare to the basic flatness theorem (1), we first note that
one can restrict the minimization to subspacesW which are lattice
subspaces of L∗, i.e. which admit a basis of vectors in L∗, since
otherwise the projections are not discrete and their determinants
are 0. For such a subspaceW , the standard duality relations yields







k det(πW (L))1/k )−1 =
min





Restricting to a one dimensionalW lattice subspace of L∗, we
have that det(L∗∩W ) = det(Zy) = ∥y∥, for some non-zero y ∈ L∗.
Hence, as claimed previously, the minimum over 1 dimensional
subspaces equals λ1(L∗), corresponding to the standard flatness
theorem. From an algorithmic point of view, the one dimensional
setting corresponds to solving the shortest vector problem in L∗.
Restricting to dimension k , one must find the k-dimensional sublat-
tice of minimum determinant in L∗, which as alluded to previously,
was shown in [11] to be solvable in kO (kn)-time via a massive
enumeration of possible bases.
Questions. Motivated by the pursuit of faster IP algorithms a
natural question is whether we can actually compute the above ℓ2
KL projections efficiently (i.e. avoiding massive enumeration), giv-
ing a satisfactory algorithmic version of the ℓ2-KL theorem.While it
is unclear whether this would help achieveno(n)-time IP algorithms,
as wewill explain later, under the assumption that “symmetrization”
does not shrink the covering radius (implied by the KL conjecture)
it does in fact imply a nn/2+o(n)-time IP algorithm.
Another natural question is to understand to what degree of
approximation can we certify lower bounds on the lattice covering
radius? Thus far, the KL theory has relied on the use of a single
projection to lower bound the covering radius, and thus it is tempting
to ask whether it is possible to combine information from multiple
projections to achieve a better approximation factor.
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2 OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
We answer both of the above questions positively. Our first main
result is as follows:
Theorem 2.1 (ℓ2 KL projection). Given an n-dimensional lat-
tice L ⊂ Rn , there is a 21.6n+o(n)-time and 2n+o(n)-space ran-
domized algorithm which with high probability computes a lattice
subspace W of L∗, where k := dim(W ) ≥ 1, satisfying µ(L) ≤
O(log2.5 n√k det(πW (L))1/k ).
The above algorithmically recovers the [26] ℓ2-KL bound up to
an O(logn) factor. To achieve the above result, our main technical
primitive is an algorithm for computing approximately densest lat-
tice subspaces in any lattice, which may be of independent interest.
To state our result, we define some convenient notation.
Definition 2.2 (Normalized Determinant and Determinantal Min-
ima). For a lattice L, dim(L) ≥ 1, we define its normalized deter-
minant
nd(L) = det(L)1/dim(L),
and its minimum normalized determinant as
τ (L) = min
sublattice M ⊆L,dim(M )≥1
nd(M).
Our main result on computing dense sublattices is given below.
Theorem 2.3 (Densest Subspace). Given an n-dimensional lat-
tice L ⊂ Rn , there is a 21.6n+o(n)-time and 2n+o(n)-space algorithm
randomized algorithm which with high probability computes a sub-
latticeM ⊆ L, dim(M) ≥ 1, satisfying nd(M) ≤ O(logn)τ (L).
As opposed to the [11] algorithm, the above crucially uses the
flexibility to adaptively choose the lattice dimension to avoid ex-
haustive enumeration. The algorithm, which is surprisingly simple,
is based on discrete Gaussian sampling, and its analysis crucially
relies on the reverse Minkowski theorem of [26] which we discuss
in the techniques section. To use the dense sublattice algorithm to
find ℓ2-KL projections, we iteratively apply it to find an approxi-
mate version of the so-called canonical filtration of the lattice. This
filtration corresponds to a canonical way of decomposing a lattice
into “dense blocks”, which is crucially used in [26] in both the proof
of the reverse Minkowski theorem and the ℓ2-KL conjecture. An
appropriate subblock of this decomposition will yield the desired
sparse projection.
On the structural side, we give a new lower bound on the cover-
ing radius of any lattice, which combines volumetric lower bounds
across a chain of lattice subspaces.
Lemma 2.4 (Chain Lower Bound). LetL ⊆ Rn be ann-dimensional
lattice. Let {0} =W0 ⊂W1 ⊂ · · · ⊂Wk = Rn be lattice subspaces of





where L/Wi−1 := πW ⊥i−1 (L), i ∈ [k].
Note that the above lower bound is easy to compute given bases
of the latticesL/W0, . . . ,L/Wk−1, and yields an NP certificate for a
lower bound on the covering radius. To prove the above, we rely on
a semidefinite programming lower bound for µ(L)2, implicit in the
work of [13], and show how to “compile” any chain of subspaces into
a solution of this program. Using the proof of the ℓ2-KL conjecture
of [26], which shows that one should instantiate the bound using
the so-called canonical filtration of L, we get that these lower
bounds are suprisingly tight. More precisely, we get the following:
Theorem 2.5. For n ∈ N, define
Lµ (n) = max{µ(L)/√n : n dimensional lattice L, nd(L) = τ (L) = 1}.
Then, for any n-dimensional lattice L, we have that




where the maximum is taken over chains of lattice subspacesW0 ⊂
W1 ⊂ · · · ⊂Wk as in Lemma 2.4. In particular, O(Lµ (n))-GapCRP ∈
coNP.
The maximum in the definition of Lµ (n) is taken over what are
known as stable lattices of dimension n, which are lattices having
determinant 1 and whose sublattices all have determinant at least 1.
Using the tools developed to prove the reverse Minkowski theorem
(described further below), [26] established the upper bound Lµ (n) =
O(logn). Furthermore, it was conjectured by Shapira andWeiss [29]
that Lµ (n) is maximized at the integer lattice Zn , resulting in the
bound Lµ (n) = 1/2. Under this assumption, we get the existence of
NP-certificates lower bounding the covering radius that are tight up
to a constant factor, that is O(1)-GapCRP ∈ coNP. We believe this
conditional result to be rather surprising. To the author’s knowl-
edge, it was not even conjectured that GapCRP would be in coNP
for an approximation factor not depending on the lattice dimen-
sion n. Unconditionally, the above theorem shows that O(logn)-
GapCRP ∈ coNP, improving on the O(log3/2 n)-approximation fac-
tor of [26].
As part of their proof, [26] also show that Lµ (n) is in fact con-
stant factor equivalent to the worst-case slicing constant of any
n-dimensional Voronoi cell of a stable lattice. This shows that the
above conjecture reduces to a special case of the so-called slicing
conjecture in convex geometry. We provide the relevant definitions
below.
Definition 2.6 (Voronoi Cell). For a lattice L ⊂ Rn , we define the
Voronoi cell of L by
V(L) = {x ∈ span(L) : ⟨x, y⟩ ≤ 12 ∥y∥
2 ∀y ∈ L} .
In words, the Voronoi cell is the set of all points in span(L) that
are closer to the origin than any other lattice point.
Definition 2.7 (Slicing Constant). For a symmetric convex body
K ⊆ Rn . The slicing constant LK of K is defined by




where theminimum is take over all invertible linear transformations
T such that voln (TK) = 1. Among n-dimensional symmetric convex
bodies, it is well-known that the Euclidean ball Bn2 has the smallest
slicing constant, which satisfies LBn2 = (1 + o(1))/
√
2πe .
Bourgain’s slicing conjecture asks if the slicing constant of any
symmetric convex body is O(1). The best known bound of O(n1/4)
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is due to Klartag [21]. As [26] prove a bound of O(logn) on the
slicing constant of Voronoi cells of stable lattices, it is natural to
ask whether such a bound can be extended to arbitrary Voronoi
cells. We answer this in the affirmative below.
Theorem 2.8 (Slicing Constant of Voronoi Cells). For any
n-dimensional lattice L, its Voronoi cellV := V(L) satisfies LV =
O(CKL,2(n)) = O(log3/2 n), whereCKL,2(n) is the ℓ2 Kannan-Lovász
constant in dimension n.
To prove the above theorem, we in fact show that every Voronoi
cell V ⊆ Rn , one can find an ellipsoid E, such that V ⊆ E and
voln (E)1/n ≤ O(CKL,2(n)) voln (V)1/n . This bounds what is known
as the outer volume ratio of Voronoi cells, from which a bound on
the slicing constant easily follows from known techniques.
Application to IP. We show that using Theorem 2.1 we can
in fact derive a conditionally faster algorithm for IP. The improve-
ment is based on the conjecture that the following symmetrization
parameter is small:
Definition 2.9. For n ∈ N, define
Csym(n) = sup{µ(K ,Zn )/µ(K − K ,Zn ) : convex body K ⊆ Rn }
In the above,Csym(n)measures by howmuch the covering radius
can drop when moving from a convex body K to its difference body
K − K . Note that since we maximize over all bodies above, by
linear transformation the bound also holds for all lattices as well.
It is in fact easy to show that Csym(n) ≤ 4CKL(n). This follows
directly from the so-called Rogers-Shephard inequality [27], which
says that voln (K − K)1/n ≤ 4 voln (K)1/n . Note that this implies
that the volumetric lower bounds in 2 can only drop by a factor
of 4 when moving K to K − K and hence the bound µ(K ,L) ≤
4CKL(n)µ(K − K ,L). While the KL conjecture implies the bound
of O(logn) on Csym(n), it is entirely possible that Csym(n) is in fact
O(1).
Using the above parameter, we state the guarantees for our IP
algorithm, which makes use of the KL projection algorithm 2.1.
Theorem 2.10. Given an appropriately represented convex body
K ⊆ Rn , there exists a randomized O(Csym(n)√n log2.5(n))n-time
and 2n+o(n)-space algorithm which with high probability, either cor-
rectly decides that K ∩ Zn = ∅ or outputs a point in K ∩ Zn .
In particular, assuming thatCsym(n) = no(1), the above algorithm
runs innn/2+o(n)-time, reducing the constant in the exponent to 1/2
for IP. While this would be only a modest improvement, perhaps
more interestingly, it yields good motivation for exploring the basic
consequences of the KL theory. Furthermore, one would expect that
the task of bounding Csym(n) is substantially easier than proving
the full KL conjecture.
We now sketch the idea of the algorithm below and leave a formal
proof to the full version. The main idea is in fact quite simple. Firstly,
using the framework of [8], as described in the introduction, we
need only provide an oracle to compute a sparse projection. In
particular, given a lattice L and convex body K in Rn , we need
only find a projection πW , k := dim(W ) ≥ 1, satisfying
volk (πW (K))1/k/det(πW (L))1/k ≤ O(Csym(n)
√
n log2.5(n))
under the assumption that µ(K ,L) = 1/2.
To achieve this, we will use the fact for the symmetric convex
body K − K , John’s theorem yields an ellipsoid E which satisfies
E/√n ⊆ K − K ⊆ E, i.e. better than the n-factor sandwiching
one gets for general convex bodies. Furthermore, one can in fact
compute such an ellipsoid E, with a sandwiching factor O(√n)
instead of
√
n, in 2O (n)-time given a membership oracle for K − K
(see for example [16]). From here, we have the inequalities








We now apply Theorem 2.1 to find a sparse projection πW for E
w.r.t. L (by first applying the linear transformation to L that sends
E to Bn2 ). By the guarantees of the algorithm,
volk (πW (K))1/k
det(πW (L))1/k
≤ volk (πW (E))
1/k
det(πW (L))1/k
≤ O(log2.5(n)/µ(E,L)) = O(Csym(n)
√
n log2.5(n)),
as needed. As a final remark, the above proof is simply an “algo-




2.1 Techniques: Finding Dense Lattice
Subspaces
We describe the main ideas behind our algorithm for finding dense
lattice subspaces, deferring discussion of the remaining results to
the full version of the paper. To begin, for any set A ⊂ Rn , we









[X = y] = ρ(y)/ρ(L)
for y ∈ L and 0 otherwise. Our algorithms will rely on the ability
to sample from the discrete Gaussian distribution. For this purpose,
we rely on the results of [1], which give a 2n+o(n)-time and space
algorithm discrete Gaussian sampling (DGS).
Given access to DGS sampler, our algorithm for computing an
O(logn)-densest sublattice in 2O (n)-time is remarkably simple. The
idea will be to iteratively reduce dimension by 1 starting from the
full lattice L until we get to {0}, keeping track of the densest lattice
we’ve seen through the process.
Starting atM ← L ⊂ Rn , the full lattice, we proceed as follows.
We sample a DGS sample X on DsM∗ , where s = nd(M)/2, and
replace M ← M ∩ X⊥. We repeat the process until M = {0} and
return the densest sublattice found.
The fundamental claim underlying the algorithm is the following.
Lemma 2.11. LetW be any lattice subspace ofM satisfying nd(M∩
W ) = τ (M). Assume that nd(M) ≥ Ω(logn)τ (M). Then, with proba-
bility Ω(1), X sampled as above is non-zero and orthogonal toW .
Assuming the above, it is clear that the above procedure has
probability at least 2−O (n) of finding an O(logn)-approximately
densest sublattice. This is because at every step of the procedure,
we are either already done, or with constant probability, we reduce
dimension by 1 andmaintain the property thatM contains a densest
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sublatticeM ∩W in the next iteration. Furthermore, we can only
decrease dimension n times. Thus, running the above procedure
2O (n) times yields the desired algorithm.
It remains to prove the claim. For this purpose, we first note s
above is chosen so that nd(sM∗) = s/nd(M) = 1/2. Thus, sM∗ has
determinant 2−k , k := dim(M), i.e. sM∗ is somewhat “dense”. From
here, standard estimates reveal that Gaussian mass is relatively
large, namely ρ(sM∗) ≥ 1/det(sM∗) ≥ 2k , which directly implies
that the probability that X ∼ DsM∗ equals 0 is at most 2−k .
Given the above, it suffices to show that X is orthogonal to
any densest lattice subspaceW ofM with good probability. From
here, using determinantal arithmetic, our assumption that nd(M) =
Ω(logn)τ (M) and nd(M ∩W ) = τ (M) implies that nd(πW (M∗)) =
nd(M ∩W )−1 = 1/τ (M). Less obvious is that in fact τ (πW (M∗)) =
nd(πW (M∗)), i.e.πW (M∗)must be its own densest sublattice, though
this is again a consequence of determinantal arithmetic. By our
choice of s , we have that τ (πW (sM∗)) = nd(M)/(2τ (M)) = Ω(logn).
That is, πW (sM∗) is “uniformly sparse” in that it contains no dense
lattice subspaces.
Recall, that we wish to show that X ⊥W ⇔ πW (X) = 0. From
here, a standard corellation inequality reveals that Pr[πW (X) =
0] ≥ 1/ρ(πW (sM∗)), which is the probability of hitting 0 if X were
sampled directly from DπW (sM∗). Hence, we are now left with the
task of showing that ρ(πW (sM∗)) = O(1), i.e. of showing small
Gaussian mass under the assumption of “uniform sparsity”.
Enter Reverse Minkowski. The reverse Minkowski theorem
of [26], first conjectured in [13], gives quantitative bounds on how
many short lattice vectors are required to ensure the existence of a
sublattice of small normalized determinant. More specifically, they
show that if L ⊂ Rn contains at least 2Ω(log2 nk ) points of of length
at most r > 0, then L must contain a sublattice of normalized
determinant at most r/√k , i.e. τ (L) ≤ r/√k . One can conveniently
formalize the above in terms of discrete Gaussian sums, which will
be more directly useful to us.
Definition 2.12 (Reverse Minkowski Constant). For n ∈ N, define
Cη (n) to be the smallest number such that for any lattice L of
dimension at most n with τ (L) ≥ Cη (n) satisfies ρ(L) ≤ 3/2.
The reverse Minkowski theorem can now be stated as follows:
Theorem 2.13. [26] Cη (n) = O(logn).
The above theorem now directly implies the desired claim, by
choosing constants appropriately to ensure that τ (πW (sM∗)) ≥
Cη (n).
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